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INTRODUCTION

Imperial have always been renowned for the

impeccable quality of their office furniture, both in

choice of materials and the superior, solid construction

which is a prerequisite for this contract furniture range

launched late in 1999.

This popular range consists of a cantilever desking

system, panel ended desking, luxurious boardroom

furniture and an array of multi-purpose utility units.

A range clearly designed to offer you a flexible,

multifunctional choice for any business practice.
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This radial workstation configuration is

one of many which can be achieved using

this design of desking and featuring

practical user-friendly surfaces.
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Sirius is a cantilever desking system with

the flexibility to accommodate the

multifunctional requirements of the

modern day office.

Various desking configurations can be

achieved using radial workstations.

Radial end units offer storage solutions as

well as additional work space.
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120 degree segment workstations

arranged as three-way clusters can

become clusters of six when additional

working areas are required.
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Sirius desking can incorporate cable

management with the use of cable trays

and ‘clip on’ cable risers. Desk high Sirius

bookcases compliment the workstation

and offer a 2-level storage facility.
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Available in Silver and Grey trim with

a choice of 13 board finishes. Wave

workstations and tall mobile pedestals

remain one of the most popular desking

configurations. Polaris XT tool rail screens

from the Divide range provide privacy

and, with the addition of screen mounted

accessories, give the user total

functionality.
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Odyssey panel end desking offers a

more executive appearance.
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The radial workstation with D-end is shown

here in Santiago Cherry incorporating the

stylish yet practical cut back leg. This leg is

designed for use when linking desks or

adding conference links.
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With the option of either Rectangular,

Boat shape and D-ended meeting tables,

there is the flexibility to create an

imposing piece of furniture for any

boardroom environment.
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Reunion storage offers total compatibility

to any Sirius boardroom.
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Multi purpose tables are

available with an 18mm

or 25mm thick top and

incorporate a fully welded

continuous steel frame

for stability.

The configurations are

endless for equipping

any meeting area. A selection of storage units have been designed to

compliment the Sirius range and are available with

18mm or 25mm tops and 18mm solid back as standard.

Filing cabinets are manufactured as 2, 3 and 4 drawer

variations. Storage cupboards are available with side

opening or vertical tambour doors, lockable hinged

doors or in a basic open format. All units accommodate

various shelving accessories to offer total functionality

and efficient storage solutions.
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Wood finishes available

Santiago Cherry Japanese Ash Canadian Maple

All products within the Sirius range are available in all 13 Imperial
board finishes and incorporate 2mm PVC edging tape.
All products manufactured in MFC (Melamine Faced Chipboard)
by Imperial Office Furniture have come from FSC certified suppliers.

Apple Cherry Oak Calva Oak BeechWalnut

Silver Grey WhiteStone Oak




